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INTRODUCTION

Any given incident may have hundreds of tagged photographic and radiological images associated with it. Among these numerous images we may however wish to highlight a smaller number of selected tagged images. This subset of selected tagged images may represent the set of images historically selected for inclusion in a summary Powerpoint presentation used during case reviews.

Within VANESSA, tagged media images which have the “selected” attribute set will now appear highlighted in color when viewed in the Media Manager view:

```
Tagged media images that are marked as “selected” in the database are now shown with color highlighting in VANESSA.
```

PLAN: RESTRICTED VIEWERS WILL ONLY SEE THE “SELECTED” IMAGES

Unless I hear otherwise, I am currently planning to make it so that “restricted” viewers will only see the “selected” subset of images. This, for example, would be the case for VIPA client viewers on the new vipa.med.umich.edu public server which I am currently in the process of setting up.

TOGGING THE “SELECTED” ATTRIBUTE

To toggle the “selected” state of a tagged image, simply **RIGHT CLICK** on the image. That’s all!

*** end ***